
Time is money.

Save both.ramp.com



1000+ finance leaders 
switched to Ramp.

Who is on Ramp?

The power of a finance team without the 
extra staff.

Modern finance teams from software to complex farming operations are 

accelerating growth and stopping corporate waste by switching to Ramp – for free.

Ramp is next level, a piece of the future 
available in the present.

A credit-card company is encouraging you 
to spend less money. 

Ramp Customer. CPA.

In the last 5 years the two most delightful product 
experiences I have had were using my airpods for 

the first time and using Ramp.

Ramp customer. COO.

ramp.com



Control
No more under-the-radar spending. Set policies, streamline your 

approval process, and issue cards that control spend for all your vendors.

Visibility
See spend in real-time. Get a top-line view of your company spend or 

dive into a transaction in real-time, from any device.

Automation
Close your books 5x faster. Replace outdated expense reports with the 

fastest reconciliation experience ever made. 

1.

2.

3.

Savings

Automated savings and 1.5% cashback. Stop corporate waste so you 

can grow faster, hire more, and pay better. 

4.

ramp.com

5.4 days / mo
average time savings for finance teams.

$100,000+
Average identified savings per company.

98%
of finance teams say Ramp is easy to set up.

12 minutes
average time to roll-out program – we do it for you!

1.5% cashback
Guaranteed on everything, no exceptions.

The only spend management platform and corporate card that 
can automate your accounting and lower your bills.



Issue cards. Keep control.
1. Control.

From team lunches to millions in marketing – enforce your expense policy with 

streamlined approval processes and unlimited cards that control spend automatically.

• Streamline approvals. Keep everyone accountable, empower teams to request, 

and delegate approval to managers, straight from your inbox or Slack. 

• Centralized spend controls. Manage all your company's spend and vendors from 

one central location. 

• Cards that control spend. Issue unlimited virtual and physical cards with built-in 

spend limits. Control what your employees spend and what vendors charge.
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Track spend, live.
2. Visibility

Access every transaction instantly and know exactly who’s spending on 

what. Track your top line spend or drill into any transaction in real time. from 

any device, in real-time.

• See spending in real-time. Instant reconciliation with Ramp software. 

Search, slice, or download real-time data from any employee, 

department, or merchant.

• Smart alerts. Ramp alerts your finance team of price increases or 

wasteful spend instantly via email, SMS, or Slack.

• Predict spend. Ramp automatically identifies all active subscriptions and 

predicts upcoming payments. It’s like seeing into the future.
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Close your books 
5x faster.

3. Automation

Eliminate days of manual work. Automate your expense management 

process with the fastest reconciliation experience ever made.

• Close books 5x faster. An accounting experience co-created with 

finance teams to automate manual processes and let Ramp do the 

heavy lifting.

• Eliminate expense reports. Codify your expense policies in Ramp. Ramp 

automatically requests, collects, and matches receipts sent via SMS & 

email. Give everyone their time back.

• Direct integrations. Centralized accounting that flows seamlessly to 

QuickBooks, Xero, Sage, and NetSuite. Built-in support for advanced 

accounting needs like multi-entity, split transactions, and project codes. Closing our books used to take a couple of 
days–now it takes about an hour.

Shafak, Senior Accountant at Clubhouse.io
ramp.com



Cut your expenses, 
constantly.

4. Savings

Unlike other cards that entice you to spend with "points", Ramp is the only 

card built around keeping money in your bank. Cut wasteful spending 

before it undermines your goals.

• Get 1.5% cashback on everything your company spends on. No exceptions. 

No useless “points”. Just money in your account, every month.

• Trim wasteful spending. Ramp analyses every transaction and identifies 

ways your company can cut expenses. It’s like a full-time controller helping 

you keep spending down – in card form.

ramp.com

Ramp found over $250,000 in savings right 
out of the gate. That, plus Ramp's 1.5% 

cashback is far more valuable than any 
points program.

Nick, CEO at Candid.



We match the hardest receipts.
Stop wasting hours on expense reports every month. 

Simply text (HIRAMP) or email your receipts (receipts@ramp.com), we take it from there.

Your receipt matching is just magic.

JJ, Co-Founder at WayUp

Matched! Matched! Matched! Matched!
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Give your teammates a spend process they will love.

ramp.com
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Join the 1000+ finance leaders 
switching to Ramp.

Roll out your new card program in 15 minutes.


